
 

 

 

Webinars:
6/4: Enabling Optimal Group Management with a Federated Identity and Directory Service
6/18: Embracing Disruption: Enabling Business Agility Through Identity Integration and Normalization

Solution Summary:
Secure Cloud Applications Without Disrupting Your Enterprise Infrastructure

Large enterprises are often at the forefront of digital transformation: either through cloud computing and
mobilization, or internally to accommodate mergers and acquisitions (M&A). And to evolve these
infrastructures with high user volumes and disparate data sources—an agile, future-proof identity platform
is critical.

Through a federated identity and directory service like RadiantOne FID, organizations can enable flexible
new group definition, analyze and inventory all existing dependencies, and extend data to the cloud
securely—all without disrupting existing infrastructure.

Join us this month to discuss building a flexible identity platform through optimal group management and
identity integration and normalization:

 

WEBINAR:
Enabling Optimal Group Management with a Federated Identity and Directory
Service

When user information is distributed in many diverse data stores (LDAP directories, SQL databases, APIs
and web services), attributes and groups information are also tied to those specific stores. Luckily, there is
a way to enable flexible new group definition and remapping of existing groups in environments
where identity needs to be consolidated from multiple silos.

Join us to discuss how RadiantOne FID preserves, migrates, and remaps existing groups from existing
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Schedule a demo

identity stores—and transfers them into the global list so that they can continue to serve your applications
without interruption.

Date: Thursday, June 4, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern

REGISTER

 

WEBINAR:
Embracing Disruption: Enabling Business Agility Through Identity Integration and
Normalization

Whether change comes in the form of M&A, digital transformation or cloud migration, large enterprises
need a flexible identity platform. A system that makes it easy to analyze and inventory all your existing
dependencies, while seamlessly supporting new initiatives. Join Chris Wallace of Ovintiv as we discuss
evolving and modernizing legacy identity infrastructures in order to add lasting agility to your identity
infrastructure.

Date: Thursday, June 18, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern
Guest: Chris Wallace, Senior IT Architect with Ovintiv

REGISTER

 

SOLUTION SUMMARY:
Secure Cloud Applications Without Disrupting Your Enterprise Infrastructure

As more companies migrate to the cloud, larger enterprises must make a difficult call: completely gut their
current system to start fresh on the cloud, or, find a way to extend their existing identity to the cloud.

These organizations have heavier user volumes and complex, entrenched systems, so it’s critical to
establish a flexible infrastructure. One that seamlessly expands user populations after an M&A, and can
extend data securely to the cloud. Unfortunately, cloud-based applications take the usual struggle of
authentication, authorization, and profile management across disparate systems, and add an additional
layer of complexity—or ten.

For a solution that unifies identity across the enterprise and in the cloud, download our Solution Summary.
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